But
This is a contradiction and thus $1 Ic.tl < co. I 
PROPOSITION2. Suppose E = {nk} c Z is not a Sidon set. Then E does not satisfy condition (**).

Proof. If E is not a Sidon set, then as in Theorem 3"2 (4) we may find (~~) c M(E)
such
THEOREM3. Let E = {nk] c Z. E is a Sidon set if and only if E satis$es condition (**): (**) For each z,
N sup~Cmk e '@X < MZ < co implies j Icnkl< m.
NGZ+ k=l
k=l Remark 4. It is immediate that E = {r+} c Z is a Sidon set if and only ii' for all x, Note that Theorem 3 is an assertion about pointwise boundedness and not about uniform boundedness of the partial sums.
Remurlc 5. Zygmund ((2) vol. n, p. 249) has shown that condition (**) is satisfied by lacunary series.
Remark 6. one can replace Z in (**) with any discrete Abelian group and Z+ with an infinite subset.
CHAPTERII Let E c Z and A c C'B(Z). We say that E is a strong peak $et for A if there exists feA such that j(z) -1 on E and l~(z)l < c <1 off E. If c = 1, E is called a peak set.
If E is a Sidon set and a strong peak set for M(T)', we say that B is a strong peakinterpolating set. In this chapter, it is constructively shown that for E c Z+, a lacunary sequence, q~e M(T)'-and E is a strong peak set for
Let E c Z be such that there exists a constant B such that iff is a real E-polynomial, then Z lj(n) I < Blljll~. E is called a reai-llidon set. 
.} ((7), p.208).
Let ak = 1. Substituting &COS(nt +nj) X + $ COS (nt -nj) X for COSntX cosnjx, one has for Thus yk = I when k e E and O < yk <~otherwise. Let y. = 1 and y.~= y~. Thus {~(~k)} are the Fourier-Stieltjes coefficients of a measure peM (T) ( (7), p. 209). Thus E u -E u {O} and E u -E are strong peak sets for M(T) ' .
[
THEOREM 5. Let E = {nk} be a hx.nzary sequence; i.e. nkqllnk > q >1. Then E u -E is a strong peak set for M(T)A and $'BIJ-B~M(T)'-.
Proof. Every lacunary sequence, E, is a finite union of lacunary sequences,
EI, EZ,..., E. with qi >3 ((6), p. 127). By the proof of Proposition 4, Ei u -Et is a strong peak set for M(T)A. Thus E u -E is a strong peak set for M(T)', so by Lemma 2, E U -E e '(T)'-" 1
PROPOSITION6.
There exist strongpeak-interpolating sets. Proof. Let E be as in Theorem 5. E u -E is a strong peak set. But E u -E is a
Sidon set since every bounded fimction on E can be matched by a function pA(n) where p is a real measure ((3), p. 21O; (!0, p.
8). I
It is well known ((14) , p. 134) that if p'~M(T)A is such that p'(n)+-O as n+-+ co, then p'(n)~O as n~-co. We prove this result for completeness. It is natural to ask whether a similar result holds for M(T) '-. We show that this conjecture is false by proving that for a lacunary sequence E c Z+, q~c M(T~-.
PROPOSITION7. Let p' e M(T)A be such that p'(n)+-O as n~+ m. Then p'(n)
proof. Let p >0. Then p'( -n) = p'(n). So the proposition is clearly true in this case.
Let p' e M(T)' be such that p'(n)~Oas n G + co. By the Radon-Nikodym theorem ((9), p. 181) there exists f~L1(Ipl) such that IPI = fdp. Let g,(z) be a trigonometric polynomial such that Ilg.dp -f dpll < e. Since (gedp)' (n)~O as n~+ m, the same is true for (fdp)", and so for IPIA.Since IPI >0, Ip\A (n)~O as n+ -co. Let p = hdlp] for h cL'(IPI ). Let k. be a trigonometric polynomial such that Ilk.dlpl -hdlpl II< e.
Since (k.dlpl)' (n)~oasn +--co, the same is true for (hdlpl~, and so for p'. I
THEOREM 8. Let E = {n~} c Z+ be a lacunary sequence. Then q~c .M(T)A-and E is a strong peak set for M(T)'.
Proof. We may assume that n~+l/n~>3. It will suffice to show that q_~e M(T) A-. Proof. E is a Sidon set ((6), p. 127). I
As in
We now generalize Theorem 8. PRoPosmIoN 
Let E = {nh} c Z be a i%don set such that q~e M(T)'-.
Then for F c E, q)r e M(T)'-.
Proof. Let @~C~(E) be such that~(n) = 1 on F and Ooff. Let p~M(T) be such that p'(n) = +(n) on E. Then CPF = q~p'~M(T) A-. I
Remark 11. Let E c Z+ be a Iacunary sequence. Theorem 5 shows that V EU -E= '( T)"--
Proposition 10 implies that q~~M(T)'-. Theorem 8 gives this result constructively.
PROPOSITION12. !I%ereis p e M(T) such that i~~= pA\Z-, then there exists no v e M(T) such that VA] Z-= fund IIvAI]Q = llfll~.
Proof. Let E c Z+ be an infinite set such that q~6 M(T)'-. LEMMA 
Let E c Z. Define I(E) = @• M(T)A: p' = O on E}. The following are equivalent: (A) E is an extension set (B) \lpA]E\l@ = inf{llp' +~'11~: A' eI(E)}.
Proof. Immediate from the definition of an extension set. I
PROPOSITION14. If E is a strong peak set for M(T)', then E is an extension set.
Proof. We follow a proof in ( (12) 
lliuA+Wcn s II(PA+M)P%+ \l(/-LA+AW\WlCa
Thus E is an extension set. I
COROLLARY15. If E is a 15'idonset and y~CM(T)'-, particular lacunary sets are exten8ion sets.
Proof. Lemma 2 and Proposition 3. I Proof. This result is proved in ((13), p. 218 ). We give a proof using quasi-uniform convergence.
COROLLARY16. If E is a A'idon set and~~cM(T)A-,~I
IPAWI'=O +llPAllm
Sidon set. Thus it is natural to ask if E c Z is a Sidon set, then is q~e M(T)'-?
CHAPTERIII
Let {ni} c Z be an infinite sequence of distinct integers. Let N be any given integer and e >0. To show f e WAP(Z) it suffices to show that there exists g~C~(Z) such that fwj-+ g weakly for some subsequence {nj} = {n,}. 
.}. q~~WAP(Z).
Proof. E is a T-set ( (13) 
